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Introduction
First of all, I have to say that I am not an
expert on the Mayan Calendar. I am aware of
the “epochs” and “rounds” of the Calendar
but not the workings of the “tuns” and
“bactuns” that make the Calendar work.
Having said that, the only date within the
Mayan Calendar that seems to have captured
everyone’s imagination, and concern, is that
of the 21st of December 2012 (21/12/12 or
12/21/12 depending on which country you
live in).
The Mayan Calendar is not the only ancient
calendar that exists on the planet.
The ancient Egyptians had their own calendar
form but this is largely lost to us as academics
and “pyramidiots”, sorry Egyptologists, have
kept it from non-specialist eyes. However, the
Egyptian Calendar also notes a major shift in
our existence towards the end of 2012.
The Chinese also have their own calendar
system going back at least 5,000 years. Their
calendar is known in the west but has been
reduced to a fortune telling tool – the I Ching.
The I Ching also foretells of major changes at
the end of 2012.
There are a number of other ancient calendar
systems from around the world but most have
been lost or have been deliberately destroyed
to hide their contents away from the
westernised world.
As far as the Akashic is concerned, the most
important date occurred at the end of 2011.
This was the completion of The Human Plan
which has been in operation for 7,000 years.
Background
Our solar system is unique in that it is the
only place within our Universe where life
exists at a level of energy compaction we call
“physical”.
In all other parts of our Universe, life exists at
energy levels that are considered “nonphysical” or “semi-physical”. I am not going
to describe those states of being here as they

are fully covered by my books and previous
essays.
Virtually all of the souls that exist in human
form have originated from the non-physical
or semi-physical regions of our Universe. In
other words, their “soul origins” are not of
this solar system but have chosen to come to
Earth to experience what it is to be physical.
There are souls whose soul origin is Earth but
they are outside of the scope of this essay.
Originally, every planet in our solar system
supported physical life as well as a version of
the life-forms we call human.
3.6 million years ago, this situation changed
and the only planet within our solar system
that continued to support life since then has
been our Earth.
Life has continued on one of Jupiter’s moons
but that is outside of the scope of this essay.
The primary purpose of our solar system is to
explore the possibility of developing and
sustaining a form of life that is capable of
containing the whole of a soul within it. On
Earth, this life-form we know as Human
Beings – please note the capitol letters.
Again, I am not going into the complexities of
Human existence in this essay as that history
is detailed in my books and previous essays.
The full state of being Human, we achieved
on Atlantis but, for various reasons, we
destroyed that continent 65,000 years ago.
Following the destruction, we returned to
Earth 25,000 years ago and started again.
At that time we were also a full Human – the
whole of the soul within the physical body –
but we began to lose our “higher” faculties
and so we developed a strategy for how we
could explore the possibilities and potential
that Earth presented and also to find a way to
achieve full Human status again.
Essentially, the loss of our higher faculties
amounted to a loss of some elements of the
soul from the body; the strategy we developed
was designed to help us find a way of remerging the whole of the soul back into the
physical.
This strategy we named “The Human Plan”
and we began working with it 7,000 years
ago.
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The Human Plan
The definition of a Human Being is a
“physical” being that contains the whole of
the soul. By the time we put The Human Plan
into operation, our souls were divided into
two: - the “physical self” and the “higher
self”.
This divided soul state meant that the Earth
considered us to be “sub-human”. That is
human with a small “h”.
The Human Plan was very simple: - we would
live a series of lifetimes experiencing all that
there is to experience by being in a physical
body living on a physical planet and
collectively we would pool our gained
knowledge until we found a way of returning
the whole of the soul back into the body –
become Human again.
In order to achieve this, the Earth’s
consciousness gave us a time limit of 7,000
years: that 7,000 year period finished on the
29th of October 2011.
At the same time as we set The Human Plan
into action, all of the ancient calendar
systems were begun.
Given that most of these ancient calendars
have been lost to us, in one way or another,
the only one that remains is the Mayan
Calendar.
The Mayan Calendar
The Mayan Calendar was actually begun
7,000 years ago but it spans a time-frame of
roughly 26,000 years.
The basis of Mayan traditions is connected
with the phases of development that our solar
system underwent. Each stage required
differing energy potentials and these
potentials were supplied by our sun.
Therefore the Mayan Calendar records sun
cycles and, according to Mayan traditions, we
are approaching the end of the “5th Sun”.
This means that we are leaving the current
phase of energy requirements, supplied by
our sun, and are about to enter into a new
phase of development which requires a
different combination of energy frequencies –
a “6th Sun”.
In comparison with The Human Plan, the
Mayan Calendar appears to be out of sync.

The Human Plan came to its completion at the
end of 2011 (according to the Akashic)
whilst the Calendar comes to its completion
on the 21st of December 2012.
To understand this, we need to look at the
Calendar as a whole.
Again, I must state that I am no expert on the
intricacies of the Calendar with only a basic
understanding of its cycles. I am sure that
there are many people reading this essay who
have greater knowledge of the full workings
of the Calendar and so I apologise in advance
if I have some of the detail wrong. My
intention is to show some of the basic
workings and put it into context within The
Human Plan in relation to the 21st December.
We are used to using calendars in our daily
lives as a means of counting off the days from
the start of the year or of counting the days
until an event is due to occur.
The Mayan Calendar is different. It does
count off the number of days but it also
contains predictive elements in that it
predicts cycles and major events known as
“Epochs”.
When the Calendar is worked backwards, it
can be used to go backwards for many
thousands, if not millions, of years and it has
been shown to predict some events in that
those events occur at the end of the cycles
built into the Calendar.
These ends of cycles, or the markers of major
events, are even more pronounced when the
cycle marks the end of an Epoch.
As an example: I understand that the end of
one Epoch coincided with the end of the
Roman Empire. The ending of another Epoch
coincided with the end of WW2 etc.etc.
The Calendar also seems to predict events that
occur in the galaxy beyond our solar system
such as the development or collapse of stars.
The most recent, and “final” Epoch of the
Calendar was the 29th of October 2011.
At this point, the Calendar reset itself to a
series of 13’s. In other words all of the
various wheels of the Calendar arrived at the
number 13 at the same time.
On the 21st of December 2012, the Calendar
changes again in that all of the wheels reset
themselves to zero.
This “zeroing” has never occurred before.
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The Human Plan and the Mayan
Calendar
For the past 7,000 years, we “humans” have
been existing in a sub-human state.
By this I mean that we have been living with
only about 25 per cent of total soul within the
body. The remaining 75 per cent has been
outside of the body forming the “higher self”.
We are used to living with only a limited part
of the soul available to us; and this has made
us lazy.
We could have completed The Human Plan at
numerous times throughout our sub-human
history: 2,000 years ago, 500 years ago, 100
years ago even 50 years ago, but we have not.
At all of these times of potential change, we
have found an excuse or a reason not to put
in the extra effort needed to prepare
ourselves for returning the greater part of the
soul back into the body.
However, we have now reached our time
limit of 7,000 years and there cannot be any
further prevarication.
The Akashic records events, it does not
predict events.
According to the Akashic, The Human Plan
needed to be completed towards the end of
2011. What is meant by this is that we
needed to be ready to re-merge the greater
part of the soul back into the body.
The Akashic does not specifically record a
date on which this re-merging would take
place.
This means that this process of re-merging
would have to happen sometime after the end
of 2011. We could prevaricate no longer.
Since 1996, we have been accumulating new
energies into the solar system and
consequently on Earth. All of these new
energies have been designed to help us fulfil
our promise to the Earth that we would
complete The Human Plan before the end of
2011.
We did complete our part of The Human Plan
before the end of 2011. By that I mean we
found the answer that The Human Plan was
designed to find.
This answer is all about energy frequencies:
the frequencies with which the Earth works
and the frequencies that we needed to adjust
ourselves to in order to re-merge the soul
back into the body and, most importantly of
all, to maintain the whole of the soul within
the physical body – to become Human again.

The Mayan Calendar predicted this event as
the last date of the final Epoch – 29th of
October 2011.
By all of the cycles of the Calendar turning to
the number thirteen, the Calendar recorded
the Universal Number – everything within
this Universe ultimately adds up to the
number 13. By all of the cycles turning to this
number, they reflected the fact that we, and
the Earth, had achieved harmony with the
Universe and the Creator’s wishes.
I can only speculate on the reason for the
extra year following this date but it obviously
has to do with the requirement that we
brought ourselves to the point where we were
ready to re-merge the soul back into the body
but needed a little time to adjust ourselves to
this new situation.
On the 21st of December 2012, the Mayan
Calendar cancels out the past and resets itself
to zero.
This zeroing represents not the end of the
world or the end of time but the end of the
current energy patterns supplied by our sun.
This means that the sun’s energy patterns will
change on the 21st of December – a “6th Sun”
will emerge providing us with all of the
energy frequencies we need to match our
new Human state.
This is where the problems begin in that we
sub-humans cannot predict what our new
requirements will be.
It is known on a higher self level and
obviously it is known by the consciousness
that is the sun and the consciousness that is
our Earth. But we sub-humans only able to
access one quarter of our total soul energies
do not know.
One thing that is known is that sometime on
the 21st of December 2012, the sun enters
into an alignment with the centre of our
galaxy. The sun will be in an exact alignment
between the Earth and galaxy centre.
The centre of the galaxy is not a black hole
but a sun and this sun is the central
concentration of the consciousness that is the
galaxy.
This alignment means that the galaxy’s
consciousness, our sun’s consciousness and
the Earth’s consciousness are in exact
alignment with each other and this alignment
will trigger change within our sun and
within our Earth.
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Just what the repercussions of this alignment
will be is not entirely known.
We could speculate but it would be just that –
speculation, nobody actually knows.
The only thing that is known is that we
humans must be fully ready to take on these
new energies before this alignment takes
place.
The process of re-merging the soul back into
the body does work. Some people volunteered
to be “guinea pigs” in this process.
So far, over two and a half million people
have become fully Human again for the first
time in over 7,000 years.
None of these people experienced any kind of
problems or difficulties in undergoing this
process. The vast majority of them went to
sleep at night and woke up in a full soul state
the following morning. The remainder, a few
hundred, took 24 hours to achieve this but
again, there were no problems.
This means that anyone who has chosen to
undergo full soul re-integration will be able
to do so in a very short period of time.
The lessons learned from our guinea pigs
show that everyone who is ready can
undergo full soul re-integration in a very
short period of time; certainly less than four
hours.
This means that all of those who have chosen
to undergo soul re-integration will do so
before the galaxy/sun/Earth alignment
occurs. It might be the night before or it
might be the minute before, but it will be
before – your higher self will make sure it
happens at a time appropriate for you.

way as all of the Y2K predictions didn’t
happen – this is not going to happen.
The truth lies somewhere between the two:
there will be change on a massive scale but it
will not be destructive to the Earth.
It is also possible that the arrival of the 6th
sun will be largely unnoticed by most as its
effects will begin at a low level and gradually
build over a period of time. But it should be
remembered that when analysed properly,
major points of change throughout the solar
system, the galaxy beyond or even out in the
Universe, have happened instantly. There
have not been periods of slow change but
sudden and almost instant changes of a state
of being.
This is the most likely scenario for us –
instant change on a vast scale.
Fortunately, the majority of the human
population are ready for this magnitude of
change.
Once changed, we begin a new level of
existence, one where we will be able to fulfil
our full potential which will lead to massive
developments throughout our solar system as
life slowly returns to the other planets.
Interesting Times indeed and none of it
cursed (old Chinese saying).

For those who have chosen not to undergo
full soul re-integration, their future is
uncertain in that the choices they have made
will lead them in a different direction to those
who have chosen to undergo re-integration.
At the moment, there is no way of predicting
the future for these people.
Conclusion
The date of the 21st of December 2012 has
been hanging over our heads ever since the
Mayan Calendar has been decoded.
Many have seen this date as the time at which
the Earth blows up and all of Her life lost –
that is not going to happen.
Many others have seen this date as just a date
which will pass without incident in the same
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